
Bringing crypto, comedy, NFT’s,
YouTube and the metaverse together.
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Distribution as follows: 5% fee for any transaction. 
(1% is distributed to current holders, 1% is sent to marketing
wallet, 3% is sent to liquidity).

DeFi (decentralised finance) is hailed as a way for those under-
banked to access financial tools that have historically been limited 
to sophisticated investors. With the advent of ERC20 we have
a plethora of DeFi tokens on the Ethereum network as well as many 
more projects across other networks such as Binance Smart Chain 
BEP-20 or Fantom.

The success of Ethereum network has inflated gas fees pushing 
out retail investors who struggle to cover these high fees. Fees so 
high the underbanked and even small investors are being pushed 
out of the space, and thus the antithesis of defi continues.

Joke is the community token based on the Binance Smart 
Chain. Available on Metamask and TrustWallet via KnightSwap 
(Knightswap.financial) utilising the BCS network. 

What is JOKE? One experienced team, one amazing community, 
one YouTube channel, one app, a multitude of metaverses and 
comedy clubs all running comedy shows, a million laughs, 100’s
of comedians and a thousand strong Joke-Army the ‘JARMY’. 

7.35 billion tokens originally minted and in the opinion of many,
we are the 1% of the 1% best projects out there. 

Joke is a “Defi” deflationary currency on BSC.
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Every new token that starts out with a small market is subject
to pump and dump schemes we incentivise ‘holding’ with our
redistribution rewards and prize/rewards pools for contributors
to the JOKE Community project. 

We provide farms and pools plus staking to help the community 
earn passive income.

We are a creative and dedicated community of people from
all walks of life who love comedy (although the core dev team are 
seasoned marketeers with a specialism and love for YouTube, 
funnel building and working with many of the world’s top brands) 
working together to achieve something special. The truth is we 
enjoy this project so much that we decided to stay and dig in our 
heels (not high ones though LOL) and make this work.

We are here for the long run.

Our ultimate aim is to build the world’s largest VR
comedy club network and brand in the metaverse that
rewards comedians from all walks of life regardless of 
levels and status and bring comedy to the world.

There are plenty of tokens out there in the world that are frankly
a joke, but this is the real deal.

There is only one JOKE.
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Our first and amazingly exciting move into the metaverse was
via Future Tech Labs, who are partnered with Oculus and Meta
 Our relationship with the CEO, San Shepherd, and their main dev 
has grown stronger and stronger. We were the first business 
to buy a storefront in the infinverse, right in Grand Central. 
That storefront cost the project $10,000 and can easily be
estimated to be worth 10x that now. Even Oculus announced
this and ran PR about it, this was huge news.

This all happened early January 2022.

As it currently stands the Infinverse (the metaverse within
Multiverse) has a daily footfall of 80-100K people, this is bigger 
than Decentraland. They have sold over 500K apartments within 
their buildings and it’s booming, a thriving business communityhas 
sprung up with over 1000 trading businesses live. It has already 
overtaken Decentraland in terms of users and it’s still in prebeta! 

We have already opened up 8 clubs within two months and have
18 shows booked in April alone, only our second month. Many of 
our shows have had 2000 - 3000 people OK next registered with 
Oculus and during the following days when the shows auto loop 
anywhere between 3,000 -18,000 people have been in to watch 
them within 24 hours.

It is conceivable that $JOKE will be the first business in the
Infiniverse charging for entrance to events, this will lead into
an opportunity to grow the revenue for the project, buy more
 land in other metaverses, buy and burn tokens to increase value 
for holders and much, much more.

We have also purchased land in Big Words and Pavia.

We have built out a new club in Microsoft AltSpaces (which is being 
developed further and further with new features and brings more 
opportunity for live comedy into another metaverse). 
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We also have plans that are ongoing to buy in Decentalnlad,
Sandbox, NFT Worlds and many more including Everdome and 
Clay Nation. This footprint will establish us as the World’s Leading 
Comedy Brand across the entire Metaverse.

More comedians come on board weekly, more meetings with big 
clubs are booked in and the whole project is growing.

Real awareness is now getting out there and we are getting to the 
point whereby comedians and clubs are contacting us as a project.

We also had PR in many digital and crypto online journals.

https://www.digitaljournal.com/pr/joke-joins-the-infiniverse-on-oculus-for-
the-top-comedy-club-in-the-metaverse
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Our highly successful NFT drop of Joking Jungle Cats had a real 
buzz about it. 1750 were minted. This was seen by many as a really 
unique drop. Unlike most NFT’s that are purely art, ours gave so 
much more utility.

Not only did you get some unique art, you also got lifetime free 
access to all our comedy clubs in the future whichever metaverse 
they are in, but you also got a free apartment in the infiniverse 
(These are being issued to holders on the 19th May 2022).

These apartments are also totally unique for any other in there, so 
the value of these long term could be huge. Holders of these could 
well see insane growth in value long term on both fronts, as shows 
and comedians widen, the desire for these passes will grow.

The apartments themselves in the infiniverse to those that
minted will also have value long term. It is conceivable that
the whole of the Infiniverse assets become NFT’s in the future, 
meaning the JOKE holders enjoy a truly unique rarity to their
apartments (less than 0.33%) and that is as things stand today
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$JOKE NFT’s - amazing utility, FREE lifetime access
to all VR shows and FREE apartment in infiniverse.



We have some exciting things planned for the holders of the
Joking Jungle Cats, they will be the key to accessing many of the 
new parts of the JOKE ecosystem, once we have more land, more 
income and rent then these NFT’s will enable our holders to take 
part in something we are not able to announce just yet BUT we
believe to be completely UNIQUE in the Web 3.0 space with
potential massive upside.
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Along the journey of token and NFT creation we have talked
about the ability to stake your NFT in order to earn rewards. 

Currently the JOKE token can be earnt on our main exchange 
(knightswap.financial) and can also be staked in farms with BNB
to earn KNIGHT, the native token of the Knight exchange and
ecosystem.

During Q2 of 2022 the final details of staking and farming the
Joking Jungle Cats NFT’s will be finalised and released to the
community. This will be in conjunction with further announcements 
regarding additional utility for the token and NFT.

We want to take the guesswork out of crypto and defi, we are 
about to put in place a series of steps alongside our partners
at Knightswap that will support the token and secure the future
of the project long term.
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Staking and Farming - earn passive income.



We are currently in the process of applying to be listed on KuCoin, 
the application is not guaranteed to be accepted and does require 
a large amount of due diligence on our part as well as having
to be doxxed. There is also a top 20 law firm approval requirement
(to show that the token cannot be considered a security). 

As a project the leaders are fully KYC’ed with Coinscope.
Coinscope conducted the token audit as well.

Now that we are outside the 6 month lockup on DX Locker which 
opened up on 2nd April 2022 (tokens are released for other
founders and new investors) we are shortly going to announce 
more marketing and activity that will bring far more attention to
the JOKE project.
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We will launch our NFT marketplace for jokes, scripts and original 
comedic works enabling the credit in May 2022. This has bee
 a very long time in development, the challenge being to make
sure we have one of the, if not the, best marketplaces for our
comedians and their buyers to exchange on.

Our NFT marketplace for jokes, scripts and original comedic
works will enable the credit to sit with the original creator or the 
purchaser. We also envisage a fractional NFT development and 
scripting market, this means that where jokes and scripts are
developed partial ownership and credit can be attributed. Imagine 
a scenario where you come up with an idea but several others
contribute, you should all own a slice of the creation.

By enabling outright purchase or multi person contribution to one 
work it is possible to reward and compensate all of those involved 
in the creation and adaptation of scripts and comedic creative. The 
JOKE community will be collaborative by design.

By encoding jokes and scripts, we will be able to not only digitally 
copyright them but also through the blockchain trace ownership. 

In creating this digital footprint of original works and an
understanding of how particular creative content came into
existence the JOKE Community NFT exchange will create
scarcity over time with attribution traced back to the creator
of any copyrighted material, building in authentication and proof
of ownership.

With further development of our YouTube based community, we 
aim to be able to bring performers and content creators together, 
such that both profit from the interaction. The former in that they 
now have a worldwide pool of motivated writers, and the later in 
that they can be paid for and prove the origin of their work.
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The JOKE NFT sales exchange is here to make a level playing field for 
all who create scripts, jokes and work hard at the art of comedy.



This will be achieved via the forthcoming NFT marketplace,
where material can be traded as NTfs, and paid for in Joke tokens. 

We envisage an auction where comedians bid for jokes, and the 
best joke writers have, well, the last laugh in terms of remuneration 
for their work.

We will have a comedy specific block chain log of who did what 
and when, rendering any future disputes over material ownership 
are easily solved.

As we all know, comedy is serious business!!!
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For far too long comedians have been taken advantage of.

Many shows require comics to pay to perform or to bring people 
along to the bar where the show is in order to get stage time.
We think this is fundamentally wrong, it has stifled talent and
at the very least costs people to perform. 

We believe that talent should be PAID. 

We believe that talent should be recognised and own their material 
on the blockchain.

We believe that great talent should have a big audience, without 
having to pay.

JOKE brings all of these principles together, no need for booking 
agents, no need for comedians to search for gigs, pay to perform 
or bring people.

There are opportunities ALL OVER THE WORLD, imagine
discovering a new world class comedian from a small town
in the middle of nowhere… that opportunity exists and the
opportunity is in the favour of the comedian to grasp a worldwide 
audience, quickly.
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Comedians Taking Control and Getting Paid What They Deserve.



Once we began running virtual comedy events it became apparent 
that there is a MUCH BIGGER opportunity here with this project. 

If you asked 100 of your friends if they like comedy, most likely 
99 would say yes, there’s always that one grumpy git that nobody 
likes anyways! Then ask the same 100 people if they go to watch 
stand up comedy regularly. Most likely 90% of them would say no, 
maybe more.

The main reasons people don’t go to standup is lack of opportunity 
or having to travel a long way. OK, in cities like New York (the
capital of comedy worldwide) there are plenty of opportunities,
but this is not typical. Even in London there are not that many
performances on a daily basis and in the UK in particular there
are a handful of what could be considered TOP CLUBS with
quality performers and decent variety.

For most parts of the world accessing comedy isn’t easy.
With VR and the Metaverse we are able to bring comedy to
everyone who has access to the equipment, take up is growing 

very quickly and by 2030 it is estimated that there will be 5B users 
a day of the Metaverse. The barrier to entry into a comedy event is 
then removed as doors can open in a split second and the whole 
new world is already open for performers and audiences.

Recently in a conversation with San Shepherd (CEO of Future Tech 
Labs and key Metaverse architect) he referenced 2023 as a point 
where millions of people could potentially be attending individual 
events in the Infiniverse, and that is just one of the many Metaverse 
projects springing up right now.

The last point to make is the significant difference between
watching comedy on a screen (such as TV or YouTube) and
attending a VR comedy event in a Metaverse. Watching a flat 
screen is OK, it’s not like being there, within the Metaverse it
does FEEL REAL and takes comedy to 99% of the way to in real
life. As tech improves the opportunities are ‘beyond real life’.
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At the very heart of the Metaverse is the spirit of ‘Web 3.0’

Currently many people fail to understand what this means.

Freely helping others without the governance of accountability
to a higher power is what defi, Web 3.0 and the Metaverse are
built on. This is why fundamentally projects such as Horizon
Worlds or AltSpaces (by Facebook/Meta and Microsoft
respectively) cannot ‘own’ The Metaverse. They can be a 
unctional part of the overall Metaverse but the whole world
of defi DOES NOT under any circumstances want a corporate
or one single entity controlling the Metaverse. 

Collaborative spaces are the future. The Metaverse, and that 
doesnt mean ‘one Metaverse’, will be a host of online spaces
in Web 3.0. When we think back to the start of the internet,
nobody thought they would have the only webpage.

Many projects are springing up claiming to be ‘a Metaverse’ but it 
is these individual projects that form the group of spaces in Web 
3.0 that create the entire Metaverse when linked together.

Think of the Metaverse as Web 3.0 Google BUT most importantly 
NOT OWNED or CONTROLLED by anyone.

It is the intention of JOKE to be present in as many lands as
possible, broadening our reach and owning as much metaland as 
possible. Building the JOKE brand into the No.1 comedy project 
across the Metaverse with the intention of always keeping the in-
terests of comedians and their talent at the forefront of our project, 
in a true Web 3.0 spirit.
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As a project, we cannot stress enough the importance of this date.

This is the day that the apartments secured for our Joking
Jungle Cats holders are released for ownership within the
Infiniverse. Those people who minted a Jungle Cat are entitled
to one apartment for each Jungle Cat that they held in their wallet 
at the point the mint closed. Let’s be clear about a few things:-

In order to claim the apartment you MUST have met the following 
criteria before midnight on 12th May (UTC). This gives people plen-
ty of time to make sure they have complied as well as gives the 
project owners breathing space to allocate the apartments to those 
that are making a claim.

THERE WILL BE NO EXCEPTIONS TO THESE RULES, that is final.

1. You must be a member of the Joke Discord - www.discord.gg/jc

2. Have attached your wallet to your profile and have a verified
profile on discord through the Collabland plugin.

3. Once your profile is verified you must open a support ticket. 
Within that ticket you will need to list the wallet addresses you 
used to purchase your Jungle Cats with.

4. False claims will invalidate a claim from any profile.

5. Within your ticket you will also need to give us the username
and account details for your Multiverse online account. If you do 
not have one then go to Multiverseonline.io and open an account. 
YOU DO NOT NEED AN OCULUS HEADSET TO CLAIM, but you 
will need a Multiverse Online account as this is the account your 
apartments will be owned by.
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6. Once a Multiverse Online account has apartments owned by it 
you will NOT be able to transfer the apartments to another account 
unless you go into the Infiniverse and sell that apartment.

7. If you sell your apartment within the game Joke has
NO RECOURSE to help you.

8. On or around the 18th of May we will issue codes to all
VERIFIED accounts that have followed the above rules.

9. If you have NOT followed the rules you will forfeit your right to 
claim the apartment, they cannot be issued subsequent to this 
event on the 19th May.

The above rules are for the benefit of the community and the
project team. We are giving a full month notice of this requirement 
as we DO NOT want a mass rush on the day or the week preceding 
the apartments being dropped. 

There is a GREAT DEAL of work, dev and coordinating happening 
that week and we WILL NOT be in a position to field help desk
tickets relating to things people SHOULD HAVE done in
preparation for the event. As always those that pay attention to 
what is happening in the project will be the winners and have
a stress free experience.

This event is a HUGE MILESTONE for the project.

There will be tens of thousands of people seeing the comedy
district spring up and grow in the Infiniverse.

We want this to be a watershed moment for the JOKE
Community and we need to celebrate, we are a POSITIVE project 
and need our community to help promote and guide new users of 
the token and those who want to get involved. We do anticipate 
FOMO and disappointment from those that have not paid attention, 
one week following the drop we will be able to evaluate the results 
and deal with any actions that need to be taken.
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FUD will not be tolerated from anyone who did not join in or follow 
the rules, this is why this announcement is being made now with 
PLENTY of notice.  

On the 18th, 19th and 20th May we would LOVE IT if as many of 
our members, holders and users can attend in the Infiniverse, there 
will be 100’s of people to talk to and get excited about the project 
as a whole. Events are planned and we will be having an enormous 
amount of attention as the drop is going to be advertised on
Oculus. This is YOUR opportunity to help grow the Joke project 
and put down the foundations for the next stage of growth and 
success.
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We have a BRAND NEW venture and it is a PARTNER/SISTER
project to JOKE, the details will be released in the next week. 
Joke holders who have more than 1M Joke Tokens in their wallet 
will be invited to participate in this new launch.

This is an opportunity people are not going to want to miss out on 
and the beginning of a very exciting chapter in the JOKE universe.

If you are a holder of more than 1M $JOKE Tokens OR a Joking 
Jungle Cat before 21st April 2022 you will be offered the chance to 
get in at a presale of epic proportions. Land within the Metaverse 
is set to be extremely valuable over the next few months and years. 
Our holders and those from several trusted other projects are
going to be pioneers in this new venture, becoming ‘Landlords
of the Metaverse’.

This is a project that has been over 2 months in the planning
and now is ready to bring in our holders plus create something 
unique for sustained growth, integrated closely with our partners
at Knightswap.
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Successful YouTube channels are able to drive significant
revenues from YouTube advertising and monetisation. As per the 
JOKE roadmap, we intend to use ever growing percentages of the 
revenue derived from the channel to buy JOKE, adding to liquidity 
and burning  In year 1 we will apportion 10% of the channel
revenue to buy tokens on a quarterly basis and add to liquidity.

Following the 19th May it is our intention to redouble efforts to
continue the growth of the Joke YouTube presence. The channel
is now monetised and able to drive revenue, once we have passed 
the new milestone of launching the apartments (creating the
Comedy District in the Infiniverse) as well as launching new
comedy clubs in other Metaverse projects. 

In year 2, and as the channel grows, 20% of the channel revenue 
will be allocated to purchase of tokens on a monthly basis, 
0% being added to liquidity and 10% purchased and burned.

In Year 3 we will apportion 30% of the channel revenue with an 
equal split between liquidity and burn, resulting in a continual
inflation in the price of Joke tokens for holders. In year 4 a further 
10% of channel revenue will be added to the buy-back strategy 
with these tokens being equally distributed to our long-term
holders on a monthly basis, so all wallets that still hold tokens from 
year 1 will on a pari-pursue basis receive a founding wallet bonus.

By coupling our revenue and content from within the Metaverses 
and the shows we have booked, plus bringing bigger and bigger 
names into the venues we will have a very large amount of content 
to publish to the channel (something we see is currently a challenge).
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Bringing YouTube into crypto by rewarding comedians who
contribute to the Joke Community YouTube channel. The world
of YouTube is set to explode with collaborative channels, currently
the vast majority of YouTube channels are single entities where
creators have to continually produce content.

Joke Community have developed a tool to enable one click upload 
to a single channel (moderated) from mass contributors where the 
contribution community do not require logins, accounts or very 
little technical expertise other than being able scan a QR Code
and then to film on their mobile devices.

By enabling mass upload to a single channel with extremely 
sticky content in the form of comedy and jokes through the use
of a single barcode.

The biggest metric for YouTube is engagement and time on channel 
matters. This ranks your channel against others and feeds informa-
tion back to Google promoting your content.

We envisage the Joke Community becoming the leading comedy 
channel on YouTube with contributors from across the globe,
multiple languages, various genres, famous and new and up
and coming comedians.

It will provide them with a platform for comedy where views are 
not hard to come by as it will be the only true collaborative space 
where comedians are rewarded continually for contribution.

Holders of $JOKE Token can contribute themselves actively to
the channel and the value of the tokens will rise by lining all this 
together and demonstrating a unique use case.

As the channel grows so will interest in $JOKE, more people
will contribute, more prizes and rewards will be issued and the
token value will increase in line with the channel exposure and
engagement. 
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Every new token that starts out with a small market can be subject 
to pump and dumps. This is certainly something we have seen,
and we as a project have certainly learnt a great deal over the last 
year. We continue to learn and evolve and welcome input from
our holders, so please always help us promote and grow the
community.

We encourage ‘holding’ with our automatic compounding rewards. 
Equally, the case here is also linked to the world’s second biggest 
search engine and one of the most watched platforms in the world 
- YouTube.

We are THE FIRST business in the Infiniverse, we intend to be the 
first business creating a sustainable revenue stream across multiple 
Metaverses.

The No.1 brand for comedy clubs in the world is within our
crosshairs. This is not a short term or short sighted vision, we are 
here for the long haul and it will take a great deal of commitment 
and hard work to make all of this happen. We hope our track 

record and open approach thus far has given you, our holders and 
community, the confidence to stick with the project and continue
to support this one of a kind web 3.0 business.

Our vision is to build a global, massively engaged community
and we fully expect it to grow exponentially from the 19th of May 
this year, with new exchange listings and a big marketing push to 
other countries across the globe that are hungry for QUALITY and
reliable defi projects to support (this is a breadcrumb if you
haven’t been paying attention). 

Our community is built on a foundation of helpfulness, positivity 
and fun. This creates a community feel and spirit around the world, 
accessible to almost anyone.

$JOKE will continue to grow in an organic way but also,
due the founders experience, drive huge numbers of views and 
engagement with the community on YouTube and with all our
clubs within the Metaverse, creating a circular value system for all. 
Rewarding those that contribute the most.
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Each transaction rewards ‘JOKERS’ so we don’t need to pump for 
gains, they steadily increase with usage. Our new online footprint 
will rapidly expand and will continue to grow from day one, not only 
as a token but also a YouTube comedy channel and app. Our token 
holders already receive substantial returns by farming and staking 
to earn.

We think a community based upon comedy, and making people 
laugh, is a positive in this sometimes challenging world, and
that JOKERS will hold these tokens not just for their inherent
and appreciating value, but because they enjoy the social and
comedic aspects of it. YouTube and the Metaverse presence will 
drive the community but we can be found on Discord (our main 
comms channel), Reddit, Telegram Twitter and many more.

JOKE communities are expected to pop up around the globe over 
the next 12 months.
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Too many projects are short sighted, the entire cryptoverse is 
awash with scammers and people who have a great idea that never 
push through to develop a business. They launch and raise funds 
but never make their investors money. If you look at companies 
listed on the FTSE or NASDAQ etc. most of those businesses have 
been established for many years, apply that logic to crypto.

Bitcoin has only been around for 12 years, JOKE has only been 
around for 6 months so far, so those of you who’ve been brave 
enough to invest at this early stage will see all the ups and downs 
- but, remember we are a real business, already in the metaverse, 
owning property and with over 100 comedians registered so far - 
moving to driving revenue.

We are here for the long term to build one of the biggest
businesses in the metaverse.

The metaverse was estimated to be worth 8-13 Trillion dollars a 
year by 2030 (Recent Citigroup Report) with an estimated 5 billion 
active daily users. Just think of the possibilities for this project.

https://fortune.com/2022/04/01/citi-metaverse-economy-13-tril-
lion-2030/
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Bringing crypto, comedy, NFT’s,
YouTube and the metaverse together.

Welcome to the $JOKE community
Roadmap and Whitepaper update.
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